This article is a linguistic investigation of a neural parser. We look at transitivity and agreement information of auxiliary verb constructions (AVCs) in comparison to finite main verbs (FMVs). This comparison is motivated by theoretical work in dependency grammar and in particular the work of Tesnière (1959) where AVCs and FMVs are both instances of a nucleus, the basic unit of syntax. An AVC is a dissociated nucleus, it consists of at least two words, and a FMV is its non-dissociated counterpart, consisting of exactly one word. We suggest that the representation of AVCs and FMVs should capture similar information. We use diagnostic classifiers to probe agreement and transitivity information in vectors learned by a transition-based neural parser in four typologically different languages. We find that the parser learns different information about AVCs and FMVs if only sequential models (BiLSTMs) are used in the architecture but similar information when a recursive layer is used. We find explanations for why this is the case by looking closely at how information is learned in the network and looking at what happens with different dependency representations of AVCs.
Introduction
Dependency parsing has gained popularity in the last 15 years, drawing ideas from dependency grammar but diverging from it in important ways. Research on dependency parsing has relied on a definition of dependency trees where the basic units of syntax are words and the relations that hold between words in a sentence are binary asymmetric relations. In most dependency grammar theories, representations are considerably more complex, often consisting of multiple strata as in Meaning-Text Theory (Mel'čuk 1988) and Functional Generative Description (Sgall, Hajičová, and Panevová 1986) . In the seminal work of Tesnière (1959) , a single level of representation is used but the basic unit of syntax is not the word but the more abstract notion of nucleus. Nuclei often correspond to individual words but sometimes correspond to several words, typically a content word together with one or more function words, which are said to constitute a dissociated nucleus. The internal elements of a dissociated nucleus are connected by transfer relations, while the nuclei themselves are connected by dependency relations or (in the case of coordination) by junction relations.
In the dependency parsing literature, a sentence with an auxiliary is usually represented as either the top or the bottom tree in the left part of Figure 1 , with either the auxiliary or the main verb being dependent on the other. If we follow the ideas from Tesnière (1959) , it can be represented as in the right part of Figure 1 where the auxiliary and main verb are connected by a That could work That could work
Figure 1
Two different representations of a sentence with auxiliary as used in dependency parsing (left) vs as can be represented following Tesnière (1959) (right) .
transfer relation to form a nucleus. This nucleus is itself connected to the other words/nuclei in the sentence. In this example, the word That corresponds to a nucleus and the words could and work are each part of a dissociated nucleus. In this sense, the definition of dependency trees that is used in dependency parsing is a simplification compared to the representations used in Tesnière's dependency grammar. We are losing the information that the relation between could and work is a different type of relation than the relation between That and work. 1 As Williams, Drozdov, and Bowman (2018) have shown, a network that learns latent trees as part of a downstream task does not necessarily learn trees that correspond to our linguistic intuitions which means that this will not necessarily make a difference when it comes to downstream tasks. However, it still seems informative to find out if we can learn a representation that is linguistically motivated. We can subsequently investigate if learning this type of representation is useful for downstream tasks which we leave to future work.
Universal Dependencies (UD) ) is a project that is seeking to harmonise the annotation of dependency treebanks across languages. Having such harmonised annotations makes it easier to incorporate linguistic information into parsing models while remaining language independent. In particular, as described by Nivre (2015) , UD adopts an analysis of language where function words attach to content words. This analysis, he argues, can be interpreted as a dissociated nucleus, as defined by Tesnière (1959) . However, this notion has not been made explicit when training parsers. In pre-neural transition-based parsers like Nivre, Hall, and Nilsson (2006) , when a dependent gets attached to its head, features of the head are still used for further parsing but features of the dependent are usually discarded. 2 In neural parsers, it is less clear what information is used by parsers. Current state-of-the-art models use (Bi)LSTMS (Dyer et al. 2015; Kiperwasser and Goldberg 2016; Dozat and Manning 2017) , and LSTMs make it possible to encode information about the surrounding context of words in an unbounded window (which is usually limited to a sentence in practice). Recent work has started investigating what neural parsers learn about grammar. For example, Kuncoro et al. (2017) inspect the notion of headedness in their parsing model using an attention mechanism. There is, however, still a lot to discover. In this article, we take a step in finding out whether or not neural parsers capture the notion of dissociated nuclei by looking in detail at what a BiLSTMbased parser learns about a specific type of dissociated nucleus: auxiliary verb constructions (AVCs).
We focus on AVCs as they are a typical example of dissociated nucleus and are well attested typologically, see for example Anderson (2011) . We focus on 4 different languages, for reasons explained in Section 5. In AVCs, head properties are shared by the auxiliary and the main verb. Inflectional verbal features like agreement, tense, aspect, mood, etc. are typically encoded in the auxiliary whereas lexical features like valency are properties of the main verb.
Several techniques have been developed in recent years to interpret what neural networks learn about language. One technique to probe what information is encoded in different parts of neural networks has become popular: it has been called diagnostic classifier for example by Hupkes, Veldhoen, and Zuidema (2018) , auxiliary prediction tasks by Adi et al. (2017) and probing tasks by Ettinger, Elgohary, and Resnik (2016) . We can use this technique to look at whether information like valency, agreement, tense, mood, etc. is encoded in a vector representing a word or a subtree in parsing. This allows us to specify the main research question: when making a parsing decision about a nucleus, does the parser have access to similar information regardless of whether the nucleus is dissociated or not? For the case of AVCs, this means that the parser should learn similar information about AVCs as it does about their non-dissociated counterpart: simple finite main verbs (henceforth FMV).
Contributions. In this introduction, we have theoretically motivated what we think parsers should learn about AVCs: they should learn similar information as they learn for their non-dissociated counterpart: finite main verbs. This would indicate that parsers learn the notion of dissociated nucleus. In Section 2, we define a methodology to find out whether parsers do learn the notion of dissociated nucleus for AVCs. We propose to use diagnostic classifiers to determine whether parsers learn similar information about AVCs and FMVs. We find that a parser using purely recurrent LSTMs does not learn the notion of dissociated nucleus when AVCs are represented as in UD: with the main verb as head. We find explanations for why this is the case by investigating where information is learned in the network and looking at what happens with a representation of AVCs where the auxiliary is the head. We subsequently investigate whether a parser can learn this phenomenon with a change in the architecture to make use of a recursive composition function and find out that they indeed can learn this notion.
Diagnostic classifiers
Recent work has started investigating what information neural models (can) learn by designing prediction tasks. In Linzen, Dupoux, and Goldberg (2016) , Enguehard, Goldberg, and Linzen (2017) and Gulordava et al. (2018) , language models are tested on agreement tasks to probe the syntactic abilities of LSTMs. Similarly, Le Godais, Linzen, and Dupoux (2017) test the lexical capacity of a character-level neural language model. Another method is the one by among others Adi et al. (2017) who use prediction tasks to probe what information is encoded in specific vectors (sentence vectors in the case of Adi et al. (2017) ). The vectors under investigation are used to train a classifier. If a classifier can be trained on a set of vectors for a task, this is an indication that the vector contains information that is relevant for the task. Adi et al. (2017) investigate whether sentence embeddings obtained with different techniques encode information about sentence length, about the words that constitute the sentence and about word order in the sentence. A similar method has been used to investigate machine translation models Dalvi et al. 2017; Shi, Padhi, and Knight 2016) and speech models . This method has been called diagnostic classifier by, among others, Hupkes, Veldhoen, and Zuidema (2018) , which is the term we adopt in this article. Belinkov and Glass (2019) provide a more extensive list of papers using this method and a more detailed survey of general methods for analysing models in neural NLP.
We use diagnostic classifiers to probe what information is encoded in vectors representing AVCs. Like we explained in the introduction, we are interested in finding out whether or not a parser learns similar information about AVCs as they learn about their non-dissociated counterpart, FMVs. In other words, if a parser learns the notion of a dissociated nucleus, we expect it to have information about agreement, tense, aspect, mood as well as valency encoded in subtree representations of AVCs to the same extent as it is encoded in vectors representing FMVs.
With UD treebanks, it is straightforward to design tasks that probe transitivity in AVCs and FMVs: we can look at objects and indirect objects of the main verb. It is also straightforward to design tasks that probe agreement of AVCs and FMVs: we can use the morphological features that encode information about the subject's number and person. It is less straightforward to design tasks that probe information about tense, mood, and aspect (TMA) because that would require annotation of the verb phrases, since the morphological features of individual verbs do not give enough information. We therefore leave TMA features to future work and instead only use agreement and transitivity tasks. We look at whether or not subtrees representing AVCs encode the same information about these tasks as FMVs. Note that there is a difference between transitivity as a lexical property of a verb and transitivity of a specific clause: some verbs can be used both transitively and intransitively (Aikhenvald and Dixon 2000) . For practical reasons, we only consider transitivity as a property of a clause, rather than as a lexical property of a verb.
An assumption underlying our question is that agreement and transitivity information is learned by the parser and specifically, that it is available to the parser when making decisions about main verbs. Johnson et al. (2011) found that adding subject-agreement features in the Charniak parser did not improve accuracy but explained this result by the fact that this information was already present in POS tags. This information is not present in POS tags in UD 3 and it seems reasonable to assume that agreement information is useful for parsing, which we however want to test. We compare how well the FMV representations do on those tasks to a reasonable baseline: the majority baseline. We also want to compare the representation of FMVs with the representation of a nearby token that is not expected to have this information, to rule out the possibility that the LSTM propagates information about AVCs to all the sentence tokens or at least the nearby ones. We select punctuation items that are close to the main verb for this purpose. Punctuation items attach to the main verb in UD and are frequent enough that we can expect many main verbs to have at least one as a dependent. In addition, unlike other items of the verb phrase, vectors representing punctuation items are not expected to have information about either of the two tasks. We also compare the verb token vectors to the corresponding vectors for verb types in order to better understand what part of the representation is context-dependent, and we finally compare the verb type vectors learned by the parser to verb type vectors learned with a language modeling objective. We expect the vectors learned by the parser to encode information about agreement and transitivity to a greater extent than the vectors learned using a language modelling objective. We explain this in more detail in Section 4.
We are mostly interested in what happens in parsing with the UD representation of AVCs since we believe it is a sound representation as argued in the introduction. This is because function words attach to content words which is compatible with an interpretation where these relations are part of a dissociated nucleus. However, it is also informative to look at what happens with a representation where auxiliaries are the head of AVCs. We do this in order to find out if the representation of the AVC subtree differs depending on which element is its head, since elements of the AVC share head properties. We therefore also consider the representation described in Mel'čuk (1988) (Mel'čuk style, henceforth MS). We use the method in de Lhoneux and Nivre (2016) to transform the datasets from UD to MS. 4 An example of AVC as represented in UD is given in the top part of Figure 3 and its transformed representation into MS is given in the bottom part of that figure. Collecting FMVs & AVCs in UD. Collecting FMVs such as in Figure 2 in UD treebanks is straightforward: verbs are annotated with a feature called VerbForm which has the value Fin if the verb is finite. We find candidates using the feature VerbForm=Fin and only keep those that are not dependent of a copula or auxiliary dependency relations to make sure they are not part of a larger verbal construction. Collecting AVCs like the one in Figure 3 is slightly more involved. We do this in the same way as de Lhoneux and Nivre (2016) . In UD (top of the figure) An AVC v has a main verb v mv (done in the example) and a set of auxiliaries v aux with at least one element (could and have in the example). AVCs are collected by traversing the sentence from left to right, looking at auxiliary dependency relations and collecting information about the AVCs that those relations are a part of. An auxiliary dependency relation w aux aux ← − −w mv is a relation where the main verb is the head and the auxiliary is the dependent (and the two verbs may occur in any order). Only auxiliary dependency relations between two verbal forms are considered. This allows us to filter out cases where a noun is head of an auxiliary dependency relation and making sure we have a main verb. We maintain a dictionary of AVC main verbs. When we find an auxiliary dependency relation, we add the dependent to the set of auxiliaries v aux of the AVC whose main verb v mv is the head of that dependency relation.
Collecting AVCs in MS. To collect AVCs in MS such as in the bottom of Figure 3 , we also scan the sentence left to right, looking for auxiliary dependency relations and we maintain a list of auxilaries which are part of AVCs of the sentence. When we find an auxiliary dependency relation, if its dependent is not in the list of auxiliaries already processed, we follow the chain of heads until we find an auxiliary which is not itself the dependent of an auxiliary relation. We then follow the chain of dependents until we find a node which is not the head of an auxiliary dependency relation, which is the main verb. While recursing the auxiliary chain, we add each head of an auxiliary dependency relation to the list of auxiliariesfor the sentence.
Tasks. When we have our set of FMVs and AVCs, we can create our task data sets. The transitivity task is a binary decision of whether the main verb has an object or not. This information can be obtained by looking at whether or not the main verb has an obj dependent. In UD, a verb can have only one such dependent.
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For the agreement task, we look at the morphological features of the verbs (the FMV or the auxiliary in case of AVCs) and concatenate the features Person and Number. The possible values are therefore all possible combination of 1st, 2nd and 3rd person with plural and singular. There are cases where this information is not available, in which case the agreement task is undefined for the AVC.
The code to reproduce our experiments is available at https://github.com/ mdelhoneux/avc_analyser, including the modifications we made to the parser to freeze the vector representations at the different layers in the network.
BiLSTM-based Parsing
We use UUParser, a greedy transition-based parser (Nivre 2008 ) based on the framework of Kiperwasser and Goldberg (2016) where BiLSTMs (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997; Graves 2008 ) learn representations of tokens in context, and are trained together with a multi-layer perceptron that predicts transitions and arc labels based on a few BiLSTM vectors. Our parser uses the arc-hybrid transition system from Kuhlmann, Gómez-Rodríguez, and Satta (2011) and is extended with a SWAP transition to allow the construction of non-projective dependency trees (Nivre 2009 ). We also introduce a static-dynamic oracle to allow the parser to learn from nonoptimal configurations at training time in order to recover better from mistakes at test time (de Lhoneux, Stymne, and Nivre 2017a).
For an input sentence of length n with words w 1 , . . . , w n , the parser creates a sequence of vectors x 1:n , where the vector x i representing w i is the concatenation of a word embedding e(w i ) and a character vector. The character vector is obtained by running a BiLSTM over the characters ch j (1 ≤ j ≤ m) of w i . Finally, each input element is represented by a BiLSTM vector, v i :
The parser therefore learns representations at a type level which consists of two parts: 1) an embedding of the word type which represents its use in the corpus (e(w i )) and 2) a character vector representing the sequence of characters of the word type. It also learns a representation of the word at the token level, in the context of the sentence (v i ). We will refer to these as type, character and token vectors respectively. As is usual in transition-based parsing, the parser makes use of a configuration which consists of a stack, a buffer and a set of arcs. The configuration c is represented by a feature function φ(·) over a subset of its elements and for each configuration, transitions are scored by a classifier. In this case, the classifier is a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) and φ(·) is a concatenation of BiLSTM vectors on top of the stack and the beginning of the buffer. The MLP scores transitions together with the arc labels for transitions that involve adding an arc. Both the embeddings and the BiLSTMs are trained together with the model. For simplicity, we only use the 2 top items of the stack and the first item of the buffer, as they are the tokens that may be involved in a transition in this transition system. AVC subtree vector. LSTMs are sequential models and therefore do not explicitly model hierarchical structure. Dyer et al. (2015) have shown that using a recursive layer on top of an LSTM is useful when learning a parsing model. This recursive layer is used to compose the representation of subtrees. However, Kiperwasser and Goldberg (2016) have more recently obtained parsing results on par with the results from Dyer et al. (2015) using only BiLSTMs. Additionally, recent work has claimed that LSTMs are capable of learning hierarchical structure (Linzen, Dupoux, and Goldberg 2016; Enguehard, Goldberg, and Linzen 2017; Gulordava et al. 2018; Blevins, Levy, and Zettlemoyer 2018) . This indicates that a BiLSTM might be sufficient to capture the hierarchical structure necessary in parsing. However, Kuncoro et al. (2018) have also shown that although sequential LSTMs can learn syntactic information, a recursive neural network which explicitly models hierarchy (the RNNG model from Dyer et al. (2015) ) is better at this: it performs better on the number agreement task from Linzen, Dupoux, and Goldberg (2016) . In addition, Ravfogel, Goldberg, and Tyers (2018) and Ravfogel, Goldberg, and Linzen (2019) have cast some doubts on the results by Linzen, Dupoux, and Goldberg (2016) and Gulordava et al. (2018) by looking at Basque and synthetic languages with different word orders respectively in the two studies.
Motivated by these findings, we recently investigated the impact of adding a recursive layer on top of a BiLSTM-based parser in de Lhoneux, Ballesteros, and Nivre (2019) and found that this recursive layer is superfluous in that parsing model when we look at parsing accuracy. This indicates that BiLSTM parsers capture information about subtrees and it is therefore possible that token vectors of the head of subtrees in the parsing model just described contain the necessary information about the subtree and that explicitly using a recursive composition function over the elements of the subtree is not necessary. It is also possible that the advantages and disadvantage of using a recursive layer cancel each other out in the context of our parser and that it is useful when it comes to learning the notion of dissociated nucleus. We are therefore interested in finding out whether or not an LSTM trained with a parsing objective can learn the notion of dissociated nucleus as well as if a recursive composition function can help to learn this. The head of an AVC in UD is a non-finite main verb, which we will refer to as NFMV. The head of an AVC in MS is the outermost auxiliary, which we will refer to as the main auxiliary MAUX. We therefore look at NFMV and MAUX token vectors for the respective representation schemes and consider two definitions of those: one where we use the BiLSTM encoding of the main verb token v i . In the other, we construct a subtree vector c i by recursively composing the representation of AVCs as auxiliaries get attached to their main verb. When training the parser, we concatenate this composed vector to a vector of the head of the subtree to form v i .
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As in de Lhoneux, Ballesteros, and Nivre (2019), we follow Dyer et al. (2015) in defining the composition function. The composed representation c i is built by concatenating the token vector v h of the head with the vector of the dependent v d being attached, as well as a vector r representing the label used and the direction of the arc, see Equation 4. (In our case, since we are only composing the subtrees of AVCs, r can only have two values: left-aux and right-aux.) That concatenated vector is passed through an affine transformation and then a (tanh) non-linear activation. Initially, c i is just a copy of the token vector of the word (BILSTM(x 1:n , i)).
For our prediction experiments using this recursive composition function, we only investigate what is encoded in c i . We call this experimental setup the recursive setup. We refer to this recursive composition function as composition in the remainder of this article. Note that in de Lhoneux, Ballesteros, and Nivre (2019) we used two different composition functions, one using a simple recurrent cell and one using an LSTM cell. We saw that the one using an LSTM cell performed better. However, in this set of experiments, we only do recursive compositions over a limited part of the subtree: only between auxiliaries and NFMVs. This means that the LSTM would only pass through two states in most cases, and maximum 4. 7 This does not allow us to learn proper weights for the input, output and forget gates. An RNN seems more appropriate here and we only use that.
Research Questions
As mentioned in the previous sections, our main research question is the question of whether or not a BiLSTM-based parser learns the notion of dissociated nucleus. We investigate this by looking at transitivity and agreement tasks. As mentioned, we first need to verify that agreement and transitivity information is learned by the parser. Our research questions can therefore be formulated as follows, with the first being a pre-condition for the others:
RQ1
Is information about agreement and transitivity learned by the parser?
RQ2
Does a transition-based parser using a BiLSTM for feature extraction learn the notion of dissociated nucleus?
RQ3 Does a transition-based parser using a BiLSTM and augmented with a recursive composition function over the AVC elements learn the notion of dissociated nucleus?
We detail these questions more in turn.
RQ1
We verify that the parser has information about transitivity and agreement available when making parsing decisions about FMVs by comparing the accuracy of classifiers trained on token vectors of FMVs on these tasks to the majority baseline. We expect them to perform substantially better than that.
To verify that the BiLSTM does not propagate this information throughout the network and that it is when making parsing decisions about main verbs that this information is available, we look at whether or not this information is encoded in punctuation items: we collect the closest punctuation item that attaches to the FMV wherever possible. We expect those vectors to be uninformative about the tasks.
If this information is available in token vectors of FMVs, we are also interested in finding out how this information was obtained from the network. If it is available in the context independent representation of words, i.e. the type and character representation of the word, it may be propagated upwards from those representations to the token represenation. Otherwise, we know that it is learned by the BiLSTM.
If it is present in the context independent representation of words, there is some indication that this information is learned by the parser. To verify that it is learned specifically for the task of parsing, we compare type vectors of FMVs obtained using our parser to vectors trained using a language modelling objective. We train a word2vec (Mikolov et al. 2013 ) language model on the same training set as for parsing. We thus obtain vectors of the same dimension as our word type vectors and trained with the same data set but trained with a different objective. 8 We expect the following to hold:
• Main verb vectors are informative with respect to transitivity and agreement: they perform better than the majority baseline on those tasks.
• Main verb vectors are more informative than punctuation vectors with respect to transitivity and agreement.
• Vectors trained with a parsing objective contain more information about transitivity and agreement than vectors trained with a language modelling objective.
RQ2 and RQ3
If the parser learns a notion of dissociated nucleus we expect to observe that AVC subtree vectors (i.e. the AVC's NFMV token vector or its composed version for UD, the AVC's MAUX token vector or its composed version for MS) contain similar information about agreement and transitivity as FMVs do. Note that we investigate whether the parser learns information about these tasks. We think it is reasonable to assume that if this information is learned by the parser, it is useful for the task of parsing, since the representations are obtained from a model which is trained end-to-end without explicit supervision about the prediction tasks. Recent research has cast some doubt on this: as discussed by Belinkov (2018) , it is not impossible that the information is in the network activations but is not used by the network. In any case, we are not interested in improving the parser here but in finding out what it learns.
Experimental set-up
Data. We select UD treebanks according to the criteria from de Lhoneux, Stymne, and Nivre (2017b) Table 2 LAS results of the baseline (bas) and recursive (rec) parser with UD and MS representations.
We add criteria specific to our problem:
• A minimum amount of AVCs (at least 4,000)
• Quality of the annotation of AVCs
• Availability of the information we need for the prediction tasks
Tests of treebank quality are available on the UD homepage, and we can look at the quality of auxiliary chains to know if AVCs are well annotated. 9 The information we need for the prediction tasks are: the presence of Verbform=Fin in morphological features, so as to collect FMVs, and the presence of the Number and Person features for the agreement task.
These added criteria make the selection more difficult as it discards a lot of the small treebanks and makes it difficult to keep typological variety, since the bigger treebanks come from the same language families and we want to avoid having results that are biased in terms of language family. We select Catalan, Croatian, Dutch and Finnish. Table 1 summarises the data used. We use UD version 2.2. Note that for Catalan, we use a list of lemmas from the UD documentation to filter out noisy cases of auxilary dependency relations which were numerous. Vectors. We train parsers for 30 epochs for all these treebanks and pick the model of the best epoch based on LAS score on the development set. We report parsing results in Table 2 . We train the parser with the same hyperparameters as in Smith et al. (2018) except for the character BiLSTM values: we set the character embedding size to 24 and the character BiLSTM output dimension to 50. This is a good compromise between efficiency and accuracy. The token vectors have a dimension of 250, type vectors 100 and character vectors 50. We load the parameters of the trained parser, run the BiLSTM through the training and development sentences, and collect the token vectors of NFMVs or MAUX, as well as the type and token vectors of finite verbs, from the training and development sets. We use the vectors collected from the training set to train the classifiers and we test the classifiers on the vectors of the development sets.
As punctuation vectors, we take the token vectors of the punctuation items that are closest to the FMV. We look at children of the FMV that have punct as dependency relation and take the closest one in linear order, first looking at the right children and then at the left ones.
As for word2vec vectors, we use the Gensim (Řehůřek and Sojka 2010) implementation with default settings: using CBOW, a window of 5 and ignoring words with lower frequency than 5.
In the recursive setup, we load the best model, pass the data through the BiLSTM and parse the sentences so as to obtain composed representations of AVCs. For that, we collect the final composed vectors of NFMVs or MAUX after prediction for each sentence.
We illustrate the vectors of interest with either representation in Figure 4 and 5, except for the word2vec ones and the ones obtained recursively.
We follow Belinkov (2018) and choose to work with an MLP with one hidden layer as a diagnostic classifier. Belinkov (2018) argues that it is important to avoid working with a classifier that is too weak or too strong. If it is too weak, it might fail to find information that is in the vectors investigated. If it is too strong, it might find patterns that the main network cannot use. He argues that a neural network with one hidden layer strikes a good balance in classifier power. In one study, he compared accuracies of a linear classifier and two non-linear with one and two hidden layers and found that while the non-linear performed consistently better on the task, the linear classifier showed the same trends. We ran all our experiments with a linear classifier as well and observed the same thing: the trends are generally the same. For clarity, we only report results using the MLP. 5.4 9.7 0.0 0.6 Table 3 Classification accuracy of the majority baseline (maj) and classifier trained on the type, token (tok) and word2vec (w2v) vectors of FMVs, and token vectors of punctuation (punct) on the agreement (A) and transitivity (T) tasks. Difference (δ) to majority baseline of those classifiers. Average difference significantly higher than the baseline are marked with * = p < .05 and * * = p < .01.
Results
We compare the prediction accuracy on each task to the majority baseline. To get a measure that is comparable across languages and settings, we compute the difference between the accuracy of a classifier on a task using a set of vectors to the majority baseline for this set of vectors. The larger the difference, the greater the indication that the vector encodes the information needed for the task. 10 We perform paired t-tests to measure whether the difference to the majority baseline is statistically significant on average. Given that the set of labels we predict is very restricted, the majority baseline performs reasonably well. As can be seen in Table 3 and Table 4 , the performance ranges from 49 to 81 with most values around 60. It seems reasonable to assume that a system which performs significantly better than that learns information relevant to the notion predicted. The majority baselines of FMVs and AVCs are on average very close (see Table 4 ), indicating that results are comparable for these two sets.
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RQ1: Is agreement and transitivity information learned by the parser?
Results pertaining to RQ1 are given in Table 3 . Note that we only report results on the UD data here since the representation of finite verbs does not change between UD and MS. The results conform to our expectations. FMV token vectors contain information about both agreement and transitivity. They perform significantly better than the majority baseline for both tasks.
Token vectors of punctuation marks related to FMVs contain some information about transitivity, with some variance depending on the language and perform significantly better than the majority baseline. However, they perform considerably worse than token vectors of FMVs. The difference between FMV token vectors and their majority baseline is substantially larger than the difference between punctuation vectors and their majority baseline for all languages and with 17 percentage points more on average. Punctuation vectors seem to be completely uninformative about agreement. The classifier seems to learn the majority baseline in most cases. This indicates that information about agreement and transitivity is relevant for scoring transitions involving FMVs but it is not necessary to score transitions involving tokens that are related to them, at least it is not necessary for related punctuation tokens. It indicates that this information is available in contextual information of FMVs but not in contextual information of all tokens in the verb phrase, except marginally for transitivity.
We can conclude that information about both agreement and transitivity are learned by the parser. We can now look more closely at where in the network this information is present by looking at context independent vectors: type and character vectors. FMV type vectors seem to encode some information about transitivity: on average, they perform significantly better than the majority baseline on the transitivity task. When it comes to agreement, the difference to the baseline for FMV type vectors is smaller but they still perform significantly better than the majority baseline on average, although with more variation: they seem uninformative for Finnish. FMV token vectors contain substantially more information than type vectors for both tasks. The difference between token vectors and their majority baseline is, in most cases, slightly to substantially larger than it is between type vectors and their majority baseline, but on average, it is substantially larger.
FMV token vectors also contain substantially more information than character vectors for the transitivity task. For the agreement task, however, character vectors contain substantially more information than token vectors.
This indicates that the information flow for the two tasks differs to some extent. Since token vectors contain much more information about transitivity than both type and character vectors, we can conclude that this information is obtained from the BiLSTM.
12 For agreement, however, token vectors are less informative than character vectors which indicates that part of Table 4 Classification accuracy of the majority baseline (maj) and classifier trained on the token (tok), type and character (char) vectors of FMVs, NFMVs and MAUX on agreement (A) and transitivity (T) tasks. Difference (δ) to majority baseline of those classifiers. Average difference significantly higher than the baseline are marked with * = p < .05 and * * = p < .01.
this information probably comes from the character vector, but some of this information gets filtered out between the character vector and the token vector. This indicates that agreement may be useful for signalling potential relationships between words which are then captured by the BiLSTM. A substantial part of the information does remain though, indicating that agreement information is still useful when it comes to making parsing decisions. We finally compare representations of word types when trained for the parsing task as opposed to when they are trained for the language modelling task. For this, we look at word2vec vectors. Word2vec vectors of FMVs contain quite little information about transitivity, from no difference with the majority baseline to 3.9 percentage points above it. FMV type vectors are substantially better than word2vec vectors for all languages, with an average difference to the majority baseline that is 10 percentage points larger than the difference between word2vec vectors and their majority baseline. Word2vec vectors contain no information at all about agreement, the network learns the majority baseline for these vectors for all languages. FMV type vectors are better on this task for all languages. The difference between FMV type vectors and the majority baseline is small for Finnish but on average it is 6.9 percentage points larger than the majority baseline. This indicates that information about transitivity and agreement is more relevant for the task of parsing than for the task of language modelling.
We have clearly seen 1) that transitivity and agreement are learned by the parser and that some information about these tasks is available to the parser when making decisions about FMVs and 2) that this information is not available everywhere in the network and is therefore available specifically when making decisions about FMVs. A positive answer to RQ1 was a precondition for the other two research questions. Now that we answered it positively, we can look at RQ2 and RQ3.
We should keep in mind that we observed a different information flow for transitivity where information is obtained mostly by the BiLSTM compared to agreement where it seems to be strongly signalled at the layer of context independent representations (in particular in the character vector) and weaker at the output of the BiLSTM. Results pertaining to RQ2 are given in Table 4 . Comparing first FMV and NFMV token vectors, we can see that NFMVs are somewhat better than FMVs at the transitvity task but both peform substantially better than the majority baseline. On the agreement task, however, FMVs vectors perform substantially better than NFMV vectors. NFMV vectors seem completely uninformative when it comes to agreement, performing on average slightly worse (-0.2 percentage point) than the majority baseline. FMV vectors perform slightly (Dutch) to largely better (Finnish) than this depending on the language, with an average difference to the majority baseline of 13.7.
An unpaired t-test reveals that the results of FMVs and NFMVs on the agreement task are significantly different with p < .01, which further supports the hypothesis that they do not capture the same information. The results between FMVs and NFMVs are not significantly different on the transitivity task.
Looking at MAUX token vectors, we see that they are also substantially better than the majority baseline on the transitivity task, performing slightly worse than FMVs. Contrary to NFMV token vectors, they perform significantly better than the majority baseline on the agreement task and somewhat worse than FMVs. The results between MAUX and FMVs are not significantly different for either of the tasks, indicating that they do seem to capture similar information.
We can conclude that a BiLSTM-based parser does not learn the notion of dissociated nucleus for AVCs when working with a representation of AVCs where the main verb is the head such as is the case in UD: the representation of NFMVs contains less information about agreement than the representation of FMVs. However, when using a representation where the auxiliary is the head, a BiLSTM-based parser does seem to learn this notion, it learns a representation of the AVC's head that is similar to the representation of FMVs.
This can be explained by the different information flow in the network for the two tasks. In Figure 6 and 7, we illustrate further the different information flow for the transitivity and agreement task respectively and for both FMVs and AVCs. We use the same colour scheme as in the tables (from yellow to dark green means no information about a task to a substantial amount of information about the task, as measured by the difference to the majority baseline) and we simplify the architecture illustration from Figure 4 and 5. As we saw in Table 3 and as we can see from the left part of those figures, looking at FMVs, information about transitivity is mostly obtained from the BiLSTM whereas information about agreement is present in the character vector and propagated to the token vector. We observe a similar phenomenon with AVCs, as presented in Table 4 : for the transitivity task, the type vectors of NFMVs contain more information than the type vectors of MAUX but in both cases, the token representation of the did ! FMV NFMV MAUX have done punct
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Information flow for agreement head of the AVC contains substantially more information than the type and character vectors. By contrast, both type and character vectors of MAUX contain information about agreement, whereas NFMV type and character vectors do not. It seems that, with this model, in order for agreement information to be available to the head of the AVC, the head of the AVC needs to be the auxiliary. When it comes to transitivity, the BiLSTM is able to construct this information regardless of what word is the head of the AVC, which is why the model is able to learn the notion of dissociated nucleus for the MS representation but not the UD representation.
Since the MS representation does not improve parsing accuracy (see Table 2 13 ), it is possible that either learning this notion is not important for parsing, or that the benefits of learning this notion are offset by other factors. We attempt to find out whether or not we can get the best of both worlds by learning a BiLSTM parser that uses recursive composition and train it on the UD representation. We also look at what happens with recursive composition with the MS representation.
Note that we only reported results for NFMVs with a UD representation and for MAUX with a MS representation because those are the vectors that represent the subtree. However, the information that is learned in those vectors does not seem to depend much on the representation of the AVC: token, type and character vectors representing MAUX learn similar information whether in UD or in MS and token, type and character vectors of NFMVs also learn similar information whether in UD or in MS. This means that the parser learns similar representations of AVC elements and only the representation of the subtree depends on the representation style of AVCs.
RQ3: Does subtree composition help?
As mentioned previously, we found in de Lhoneux, Ballesteros, and Nivre (2019) that a recursive composition function does not make our parsing model more accurate. A recursive composition function might not be necessary for parsing accuracy but might help in this case, however. It could make it possible to get the relevant information from the main verb and the auxiliary token vectors. As we have just seen, the token vector of the MAUX has information that is missing in the token vector of the NFMV and that could be propagated to the NFMV vector through this recursive composition function. Table 5 Classification accuracy of the majority baseline (maj) and classifier trained on the vectors (vec) of NFMVs with (+c) and without composition and FMVs on agreement (A) and transitivity (T) tasks. Difference (δ) to majority baseline of those classifiers. Average difference significantly higher than the baseline are marked with * = p < .05 and * * = p < .01.
We train a version of the parser where we recursively compose the representation of AVC subtrees during parsing. For UD, this means that the representation of the NFMV token gets updated as auxiliaries get attached to it. For MS, this means that the representation of AVC subtrees is composed in a chain from the outermost auxiliary to the main verb. Note that this recursive composition function models the transfer relation for UD: it is used when an auxiliary is attached to the main verb. In MS, by contrast, it can also be used between two auxiliaries, which is a different type of relation. As reported in Table 2 , this decreases parsing accuracy very slightly. We compare the vectors of this composed representation to the representation of FMVs. Results are given in Table 5 .
On average, composed NFMV vectors perform similarly to non-composed NFMV vectors on the transitivity task, slightly worse but substantially better than the majority baseline. For the agreement task, composed NFMV vectors are much better than the non-composed NFMV vectors, all performing substantially better than the majority baseline, although with less variation than the FMV vectors. On average, the difference between composed NFMV vectors and the majority baseline is slightly higher (0.7 percentage points) than the difference between FMV vectors and their majority baseline. On average, they seem to capture similar information. An unpaired t-test reveals that there is no significant difference between the results of FMVs and composed NFMV vectors. We can therefore conclude that a recursive composition function on top of a BiLSTM allows the model to capture similar information about AVCs and their nondissociated counterpart, FMVs. This indicates that composing subtree representations with a recursive layer makes it possible for the parser to learn the notion of dissociated nucleus with a representation of AVCs where the head is the main verb.
With the MS representation, composition improves accuracy on transitivity but decreases accuracy on agreement, making it on average not significantly better than the majority baseline and making the MAUX representation almost completely uninformative with regards to agreement for Catalan and Croatian. There is however no statistical difference between the results of FMVs and composed MAUX on either of the tasks, indicating that they do capture similar information.
Overall, it seems that using a UD representation and a recursive composition function is the best option we have to have an accurate parser which captures the notion of dissociated nucleus. As described, this does not improve overall parsing accuracy. This means either that it is not important to capture this notion for parsing or that the benefits of doing so are offset by drawbacks of this method. It would be interesting to find out whether learning this information is important to downstream tasks, which we leave to future work.
Conclusion
We used diagnostic classifiers to investigate the question of whether or not a BiLSTM-based parser learns the notion of dissociated nucleus, focusing on AVCs. We looked at agreement and transitivity tasks and verified that the parser has access to this information when making parsing decisions concerning main verbs. We compared what a parser learns about AVCs with what it learns about their non-dissociated counterpart: finite main verbs. We observed that, with a UD representation of AVCs, vectors that represent AVCs encode information about transitivity to the same extent as FMVs but, contrary to FMVs, they are mostly uninformative when it comes to agreement. We concluded that a purely recurrent BiLSTM-based parser does not learn the notion of dissociated nucleus. We found explanations for this by investigating the information flow in the network and looking at what happens with a representation of AVCs where the auxiliary is the head.
We finally investigated whether or not explicitly composing AVC subtree representations using a recursive layer makes a difference and it seems to make the representation of AVCs more similar to the representation of FMVs, indicating that recursively composing the representation of subtrees makes it possible for the parser to learn the notion of dissociated nucleus.
We started out by arguing that parsers should learn the notion of dissociated nucleus, then found out that a BiLSTM-based parser does not learn this notion when working with a UD representation of AVCs but can learn it if augmented by a recursive composition function. This recursive composition function has been shown to be superfluous in previous work when we only look at parsing accuracy but our results here indicate that we may just not have found the best way to integrate this recursive layer into a BiLSTM-based parser yet.
In future work, we plan to use diagnostic classifiers to investigate other cases of dissociated nuclei, such as combinations of adpositions and nouns and of subordinating conjunctions and verbs. We also plan to further investigate the use of a recursive layer in parsing with BiLSTMbased feature representations. It may be useful to model the transfer relation between two elements of a dissociated nucleus to obtain a representation of the nucleus which is embedded in the same space as other nuclei. It would finally be interesting to find out whether learning this notion of dissociated nucleus is useful when it comes to downstream applications.
